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01 Sleeping Beauty
 
Little bunny, sleeps day 'n' night
In her bed with her doll.
Whether dark or bright
She would be in dreaming role.
 
Everyone had an aim in brain
For bunny her aim is dreaming dead
Attempts for waking up bunny was in vain
For her it is cool to be in bed
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02 Night Sky
 
A sky in night is a mixture
of happiness and sorrows.
We feel its texture
as our debt  and borrows
 
Moon is  our  guide towards success
and Sun Is the path of success
Work hard in light,
to get reward in night.
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03 Lovely Love
 
We cry  in pain
We laugh in fun
neither cry nor laugh in love
It's LOVE! ! ! !
 
When  loneliness hurts
Love wins  heart
Love doesn't hurt hearts
It's LOVE! ! ! !
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04 Christ On Bet
 
Difficulties, day scholars face
that no one tries to solve
Its heaviness of  bags
that pains their heart and strength
 
They bet to Christ,
on carrying the cross
as they are carrying
such weighs everyday
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05   Grin
 
Smile! Smile! Smile!
as it makes every friendship cute
with a smiling heart
 
Smile! Smile! Smile!
as it could change foes
with good words.
 
Smile! Smile! Smile!
as it  makes everyone happy
with a charming kiss.
 
 
So, keep brushing eveyday
FOR A GOOD SMILE! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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06 Everlasting Roles Of Moon
 
Moon is on sky
and in lake 
where water flows calm.
Pale yellow moon
smiles to the world
with  everlasting roles.
 
Changed a lot she had
in a month
from a dinghy
to her cute full face.
Non desirous moon
thanks  the almighty
for that gift from him.
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07 Candle
 
Candle I’m
Dying for living creature
Give for them, light of calm
The light of my life
 
 
My fate to serve them
Enjoy with pleasure, I
May the boys be gem
At the light of my life
 
 
Kind to me when half
Rude to me when quarter
Hate me when dead
At the light of my life
 
 
In sun ignored by man
In moon regarded by all
Change their attitude, let them
At the light of my life
 
 
Sorrows my tears are
Very hard to solve
Solidifies hence it
At the light of my life
 
 
Let sorrows end with me
Saying a bye, I
At the light of my life
Is the light of your life
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